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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDxnTUwgZII&t=238s

Just Audio - Get Great Hi-Fi Sound in Small Space

700 & 778X

"Now, not only did Mission do a really good job 
designing the mission 700 speakers, but they 
also made the perfect integrated AMP to match 
the mission."
"I can tell you this small amp has a ton of power 
regardless of what that 45 watts says on paper."
"It's rare that we see something of this bill quality 
at under a thousand dollars"
"I absolutely love everything about the Mission 
700 s look wise from the large white and black 
driver to the binding post on the fact that even 
had the mission name detailed in the design of 
mission."
"I absolutely love this entire mission product line 
and if you want to make a better sounding bigger 
sound in your small room, this may be the right 
choice for you."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDxnTUwgZII&t=238s
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Trends Electronics & Design

770

This reissue of Mission's mythical 770 speakers is a total success. The timbres are 
beautiful, the tonal balance borders on perfection and the listening coherence is 

exceptional. These speakers are splendid and will be very easy to integrate into your 
environment. You can spend many hours listening to music, with constantly renewed 
pleasure. Thanks to Mission for making me live beautiful moments. Now it's up to you 

to discover them.

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/
TEDmag_Vol_04_no_01_ENGLISH.pdf

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TEDmag_Vol_04_no_01_ENGLISH.pdf


Mission 778X

FEB, 2023 Just Audio - 
Get Great Hi-Fi Sound 
in Small Space

"Now, not only did Mission do a really good job 
designing the mission 700 speakers, but they also 
made the perfect integrated amp to match the 
mission."
"I can tell you this small amp has a ton of power 
regardless of what that 45 watts says on paper."
"It's rare that we see something of this bill quality 
at under a thousand dollars"
"I absolutely love everything about the Mission 
700 s look wise from the large white and black 
driver to the binding post on the fact that even 
had the mission name detailed in the design of 
mission."
"I absolutely love this entire mission product line 
and if you want to make a better sounding bigger 
sound in your small room, this may be the right 
choice for you."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDxnTUwgZII&t=238s
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MISSION Brand

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1WYNCZqOKY

NOV, 2021 Pursuit Perfect System (UK) This month, we are pleased to share a special 
feature with IAG's legendary Director of Acoustic 
Design, Peter Comeau. Pursuit Perfect System 
(UK) - the best place for HiFi and home cinema 
reviews, show coverage, technical videos and 
general advice for all good things of audio and 
video reproduction - visited the IAG UK HQ, 
where Terry Ellis, the well-respected personality 
behind the channel, discuss speaker designs, past 
and present.
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FEB, 2023 Just Audio - 
Get Great Hi-Fi Sound 
in Small Space

"Now, not only did Mission do a really good job 
designing the mission 700 speakers, but they also 
made the perfect integrated amp to match the 
mission."
"I can tell you this small amp has a ton of power 
regardless of what that 45 watts says on paper."
"It's rare that we see something of this bill quality 
at under a thousand dollars"
"I absolutely love everything about the Mission 
700 s look wise from the large white and black 
driver to the binding post on the fact that even 
had the mission name detailed in the design of 
mission."
"I absolutely love this entire mission product line 
and if you want to make a better sounding bigger 
sound in your small room, this may be the right 
choice for you."

JAN, 2023 Stereoplay Magazine (DE) – 
Highlight

"Sound: Absolute Top Class. Price/Performance: 
Outstanding. A great recommendation"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDxnTUwgZII&t=238s
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OCT, 2022 Stereophile Magazine (US) “My formative experience of the original Mission 
770 in Farad’s listening room was echoed by that 
of Peter Comeau, who was then reviewing for 
Hi-Fi Answers. In an apparent twist of fate, 
Comeau is now Mission’s director of acoustic 
design. The highs didn’t call attention to 
themselves, the bass was well-extended and 
articulate, the stereo imaging was su�ciently 
well-defined. But all through my time with the 
Missions, I kept returning to that warm, detailed, 
and musically involving midrange. That’s where 
the 770 excels, and that’s why I recommend it”.

https://www.avforums.com/news/best-hifi-products-of-2022-editors-
choice-awards.20275/

NOV, 2022 AV Forums Editors Choice 
2022 - Best High End Speaker

What Mission has built is something that - for 
some of us anyway - nails this perfectly and 
delivers an experience that has the ‘specialness’ 
of the high end at an almost terrestrial price point.

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/mission-770

OCT, 2022 What Hi-Fi? “Best Standmount Speaker, over £1500"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqeqwTW8y5I

JAN, 2023 Pursuit perfect system 
standout products

I love these speakers because every time I sit and
listen to them, I just want to listen to more music... 
You can just sit there hours and hours and enjoy 
them.

FEB, 2023 Trends Electronics & Design This reissue of Mission's mythical 770 speakers is 
a total success. The timbres are beautiful, the 
tonal balance borders on perfection and the 
listening coherence is exceptional. These 
speakers are splendid and will be very easy to 
integrate into your environment. You can spend 
many hours listening to music, with constantly 
renewed pleasure. Thanks to Mission for making 
me live beautiful moments. Now it's up to you to 
discover them.

JAN, 2023 HIFI CRITIC Audio Excellence True to the original objectives and technology, 
this highly successful revival of the classic Mission 
770 is recommended with enthusiasm.

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/
TEDmag_Vol_04_no_01_ENGLISH.pdf

https://www.tedpublications.com/fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TEDmag_Vol_04_no_01_ENGLISH.pdf
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https://www.lowbeats.de/kompaktbox-mission-770-fetisch-der-neuzeit/

SEP, 2022 LowBeats Magazine (DE) - 
VERY GOOD

International Audio Group is a giant, one of the 
most powerful players on the planet when it 
comes to high-end... If I had one hi-fi wish, I would 
wake up with these brands in my shopping 
basket... The workmanship of the Mission 770 is 
good, the connections are of high quality... In 
addition, the Union Jack is proudly emblazoned 
on the back - as a reference to the origin of the 
new vintage box... the Mission, on the other hand, 
seems a touch more sober, but is much livelier 
and quicker to start... especially in the upper bass 
range, it seems more energetic and precise - 
which, in connection with its amazing level 
stability, should certainly lead to delighted faces 
among many music lovers.
In describing the performance of the Mission 770, 
Andreas a�rms that 'the remake of the 770 is a 
success... the overall package is just right.' He 
continues to e�use that 'you get delicatessen 
from a pure, British production. Added to this is 
the stroke of genius of a developer who not only 
designs on the computer but has not yet 
forgotten how to listen intensively.'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4oJWya0lIs  

OCT, 2022 Living Entertainment 
North Coast (AUS)

“The finish is beautiful and really well done. You 
can tell these are made in the UK by hand. The 
finish is immaculate. You look at all the details 
where all the materials meat each other. They are 
just so precise and refined. That level of detail you 
expect out of manufacturing in the UK. Straight 
out of the gates.. there is a distinct clarity… With 
that clarity, you can hear each part of the speaker 
is doing its job” And for instance, “When listening 
to female vocals you will hear very single whisper… 
this is a really beautiful sounding speaker.”
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AUG, 2022 AUDIO Magazine (DE) Sound of a miracle with lots of velvety-smooth 
musicality.
A cosmos of great melodies and a magical mix…  
The new 770 has it all – first the music details with 
a tight bass and contour. In addition, again and 
again, with an inner harmony and warmth.
If only the devil would allow me to have a speaker 
for a lonely island – this would be it!
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AiX7zWNDUK2phPdOLf4QsVjNzFDRSQ?e=pqCbxL

AUG, 2022 Stereoplay Magazine (DE) The Mission 770 was the most complete speaker I 
had ever heard in this price range. To me, it 
represents a musical truth that transcends 
principles such as electrostatics. The Mission 
represents a musical truth beyond design 
principles and material capability.
With the combination of the bandwidth, 
dynamics and mid-range, the modern 770 is once 
again an exceptional loudspeaker. 
Be sure to listen, even if you want to invest 
significantly more. Perhaps the Mission 770 will 
open a door to new truths for you too.

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AiX7zWNDUK2phPdQZ9tvAVpCd2h2jQ?e=lz5cnc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ymezsBNBzE

AUG, 2022 Andrew Robinson (USA) 100% WORTH IT! MISSION AUDIO SPEAKERS! 
...the 770 deserves your attention! I love our time 
spent with this speaker and if I wasn't already 
drowning in speaker reviews I'd have asked to 
hang on to them just a bit longer ...they have the 
type of sound that I want in my life and should 
you have the opportunity to hear them for 
yourself I bet many of you are going to feel the 
same! ...these are some of my favourite speakers 
that we've heard this year. They sound really really 
freaking good!' 
The Mission 770 had the consistency of sound... it 
always sounded the same and the presentation 
was always enjoyable...  these are not crazy 
room-dependent speakers. They're not super 
finicky with respect to placement and so I really 
think that that is the mark of a really really 
well-designed loudspeaker and the 770s embody 
that!
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https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/mission-770

MAY, 2022 What Hi-Fi? (UK) - 5 Stars Excellent alternatives to the established class 
leaders, even before any nostalgic appeal is 
considered... We’re happy with the stereo imaging 
too. Once the speakers are placed with care we 
get a solid and spacious stereo image that’s 
pleasingly uncluttered. It’s layered and nicely 
focussed...
We think these new Mission 770 are right up there 
with the very best at this price. While the link to 
the past will be the main attraction for some, for 
us that’s put in the shade by the speakers' 
excellent all-round performance. The 770 have a 
range of sonic talents that sets them apart from 
most rivals and earns them a warm 
recommendation... Articulate and insightful 
performance, impressive bass clarity, dedicated 
stands included in price.

HI-FI WORLDHI-FI WORLD

JUL, 2022 Hi-Fi World (UK) - 
5 Globes Outstanding 
Amongst The Best

Crisply clean and detailed, with great bass - but 
an easy listen... The new 770 is a smoothly 
accurate, broadband loudspeaker that reaches 
low. It meets highest modern standards!

JUL, 2022 Hi-Fi+ Magazine (UK) 'It is important to stress that the new 770 is not 
simply a case of blowing the cobwebs o� the 
original jigs and making the same speaker; a sort 
of 'coelacanth with a tweeter... The 770 has 
handled everything I've thrown at it with a good 
natured civility that flatters them... The 
combination of its surprising turn of speed and 
e�ortless good nature results in a speaker that 
can be driven fairly hard with no perceivable 
sense of strain.
Beyond its technical virtues (of which it has 
plenty), the 770 has spent its time here making 
me happy; something that, thanks to its 
appearance, it is almost as proficient at doing 
when not running as they are in use.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZ3uMLQMN5A

APR, 2022 Pursuit Perfect System (UK) The new Mission 770 are pretty awesome and I 
don't think I've even heard the very best of them 
yet… [770] totally won me over because they are 
great speakers to listen to hour after hour. Really 
enjoyable and at times special speakers to listen 
to… they have also been great to use to review 
other components because they have enough 
quality, clarity and transparency... I definitely 
wasn't expecting that and that has been 
massively impressive! ...these are now one of my 
favourite speakers and I think they're going to 
blow some audiophiles' socks o�!

https://bit.ly/WHF_770

MAR, 2022 What Hi-Fi? (UK) Iconic Mission 770 speakers resurrected: vintage 
design meets modern performance.

https://bit.ly/mission770_avForums

MAY, 2022 AVForums (UK) - Best Buy The new 770 might best be seen as taking the 
principle and ingredients of the original and 
applying the ensuing 45 years of development to 
them… This is a beautifully made and finished 
speaker that feels entirely comparable to other 
European produced speakers in the price range 
(and comes with stands to boot)... It o�ers a 
performance that is utterly unflappable and that 
combines a spacious, refined and tonally realistic 
presentation with enough punch, drive and 
timing to cover o� a huge spread of genres 
without putting a foot wrong... I love these 
speakers. I’ve loved them from the moment they 
came out of the box. There is no other speaker I 
have tested under £5,000 that I covet like these 
ones because they make me happy.
I enjoy how they sit in this space and their 
unashamed retro angle is so far up my alley as to 
be a point of inevitability that, come the point 
that I work out where on Earth I’d put them, I want 
a pair. Then, when it comes to making music, that 
heft and refinement are perfectly judged to work 
with the polyglot collection of randomness I call a 
music library.
What Mission has built is something that - for 
some of us anyway - nails this so perfectly that 
the only logical conclusion is to award it a Best 
Buy.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOqDp8Vt3Rg

NOV, 2021 SoundStage! Network (CA) Je� Fritz, the well-respected editor-in-chief 
interviews Peter Comeau who holds the title of 
Director of Acoustic Design within the IAG Group. 
Peter discusses the Mission loudspeaker brand, 
and specifically, the company's iconic new 770 
loudspeakers. The relaunch of the 770 is 
imminent, with production beginning in the UK in 
January 2022. Peter recounts the history of the 
design and how the reissue has advanced while 
keeping the core principles of the original 770 
loudspeakers intact.

https://bit.ly/FORBES_770

MAR, 2022 Forbes (USA) Mission Resurrects Its Classic 770 Speakers From 
The Golden Days Of British Audio.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIkEbu8XyKg

MAR, 2022 Pursuit Perfect System (UK) Peter recounts the history of the design and how 
the reissue has advanced in drive units, crossover 
and the cabinet; while keeping the core principles 
of the original 770 loudspeakers intact.

https://www.avforums.com/news/mission-unveils-re-engineered-770
-speakers.19647/

MAR, 2022 AVForums (UK) Mission unveils re-engineered 770 speakers.

https://www.stereonet.com/uk/news/mission-770-loudspeakers-return-
with-modern-performance

MAR, 2022 StereoNET (UK) Mission 770 Loudspeakers Return With Modern 
Performance.

https://bit.ly/HIFIPIG_770

MAR, 2022 Hifi Pig (UK) Mission reengineers the Mission 770 loudspeaker.
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APR, 2019 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

JUN, 2020 StereoLife (Poland)

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/Db-UON8Q2qS1BhibmosD

https://www.stereolife.pl/archiwum/testy/kolumny-i-glosniki/4313-mission-zx-2

Refined; tonally accurate but fun presentation; 
well made; good looking. A talented speaker that 
should be on any shortlist at the price... ZX 
remains an exceptionally capable, well made and 
handsome loudspeaker.

Mission chose to improve the quality of 
workmanship and sound (over previous series)... 
From the customer's point of view, this is a dream 
situation. We actually pay little more than for the 
QX series sets, but we get speakers from a 
completely di�erent shelf. The ZX-2 is above all 
very solid, large and quite universal monitors with 
great possibilities, but also, what can be said here, 
a good deal. Properly set and complemented by 
skilfully selected electronics, they will make their 
owner a lot of fun.

ZX Series

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DQ5JoMwQ2qS1Bhjq768C

MAY, 2019 What Hi-Fi?

https://www.whathifi.com/news/mission-presents-flagship-zx-series-
speakers-at-high-end-munich

ZX sit above the QX range from which the 
Award-winning QX-2s belong.

DEC, 2019 Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech) - Excellent

Mission ZX-3 columns feature an exceptionally 
clear, transparent and more or less balanced 
sound that is supported by fast, well-defined 
mid-range bass, but deeper are only indicated. It 
is certainly not denied that the ZX series is 
designed primarily for home cinema, where an 
active subwoofer will do the job and who would 
be too bothered can choose the ZX-4 tri-band 
with the same floor plan. It is necessary to 
commend both the excellent recording space and 
the thorough separation of individual 
instruments… Clear sound over much of the 
acoustic band; rigid ba�e.
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QX MKII Series

FEB, 2022 Hi-Fi World (UK) - 
5 Globes Outstanding 
Amongst The Best

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AiX7zWNDUK2phOg-xTnGXzD6MeCkJQ?e=CV0bpy

https://www.avforums.com/news/best-hifi-products-of-2022-editors-
choice-awards.20275/

For all those looking for deep bass and a powerful 
sound, the sturdy Mission QX-2 MKIIs are a go-to 
at the price… the MKII has been fitted with a Ring 
Dome tweeter. And these are fascinating devices 
that truly do sound better… having a smooth, dark 
sound and pleasant treble from a ring-dome 
tweeter they are worth hearing... big bass and 
smooth demeanour. Seductive listening at a low 
price.

NOV, 2022 AV Forums 
Editors Choice 2022 - 
Best A�ordable Speaker

The QX-2 MKII takes everything that made the 
original QX-2 so great and builds on it. This is a 
brilliant speaker that should be on any shortlist 
around this price point.
...bold, innovative and engaging speakers.

DEC, 2021 AVForums - Best Buy

https://www.avforums.com/reviews/mission-qx2-mkii-standmount-
speaker-review.19132

Big, confident and exciting sound that never tips 
over into harshness. Easy to drive and place... 
Mission’s evolution from cheerfully ballistic 
budget powerhouse to the technology led corner 
of the IAG speaker portfolio is something that has 
been yielding some fabulous results. The QX2 
MkII takes an outstanding speaker and makes it 
better. The result can only be seen as an 
unquestionable Best Buy.
AVForums badges are only awarded to products 
that reach or exceed certain levels of testing 
criteria and are thus an objective indicator of how 
well Mission's QX MKII Series and LX Connect can 
perform.
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https://1drv.ms/b/s!AiX7zWNDUK2pg_lyJX4Fd1FRnDPpUQ?e=JHn5Nk

JUN, 2021 AUDIO.de (DE) Already with the first bar revealed the 
considerable musicality with which the Mission 
[LX-6 MKII] went to work with her strong, tends to 
be rather warm…her tendency to sharpness with 
louder volume and unknown critical recordings. 
Visually, the finishes know how to convince. She 
also plays in the modern furnished, that is 
sparsely damped living room freely and 
pleasantly. The choice of amplifier is relatively 
easy; a lot of watts doesn't need to be with the 
potential high-e�ciency Mission LX-6 MKII!

NOV, 2020 AVForums (UK) - 
Editor's Choice

https://www.avforums.com/articles/best-hi-fi-products-2020-editor-s-choice-
awards.18205

Best Hi-Fi Speaker Under £1,000. [LX-2 MKII] 
represent a superb demonstration of what can be 
achieved by taking something that works well 
and then carefully and fastidiously working 
through the details. At the asking price, they’re 
truly outstanding speakers that will work with a 
wide spread of equipment and look good while 
they do so. The Mission is an outstanding 
a�ordable speaker.

OCT, 2020 AVForums (UK) - Best Buy

https://www.avforums.com/reviews/mission-lx2-mkii-speaker-review.18039?
cmpredirect=

As hinted to earlier, there is no ‘re-writing the rule 
book’ here...What has happened is that Mission 
has kept the pressure on rivals to push as hard as 
it has. The LX-2 MkII looks smarter, sounds a little 
better and still costs a very reasonable sum while 
it does it. There is now an even broader range of 
speakers to which it belongs too. Given that the 
original was a Best Buy and this is a better 
speaker, it only makes sense to say that this 
talented and invigorating speaker is cut from the 
same cloth. Well done Mission.

Awards, Reviews & Features

LX MKII Series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJBIyHujy2k

JUL, 2021 Darko Audio (DE) In terms of sound, this is a more lean-in exciting 
speaker… this sounds like a more accomplished 
loudspeaker. It has a slightly richer mid bass and 
there’s just more weight in the bottom end… This 
is definitely a better loudspeaker than the 760i… 
some people cling to the idea that ‘vintage 
sounds best’, as if speaker designers have gone 
backwards since the 70s and 80s but this is not 
true, especially in this case!
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LX MKII Series

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AiX7zWNDUK2pg_luW0YCh4wkO9rqlg?e=H8IGAN

JUN, 2021 Stereoplay Magazine (DE) – 
Highlight

As the hearing test showed, [LX-5 MKII] paid o� 
the modifications. I especially liked the coloured 
sound and at the same time precise location... 
Coherent and also pretty bass-proof sound to 
convince… more liveliness and also fine dynamic… 
Well done Peter Comeau, the head of the Mission 
Acoustic Design Department!

JUN, 2021 Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst 
The Best

High sensitivity with deep bass. Keenly priced. 
Fast and detailed, with powerful bass. Very good 
value.

HI-FI WORLDHI-FI WORLD https://1drv.ms/u/s!AiX7zWNDUK2pg_lrR0HCFVUxtpnb6g?e=RUmvz7
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LX Connect

https://www.soundstagesimplifi.com/index.php/equipment-reviews/198

MAR, 2022 SoundStage! Network 
(CA/USA) 

More ambitious products that provide 
better-than-Bluetooth sound... Enjoyed almost 
every moment I spent listening to the Mission LX 
Connect. The sound was consistently lively and 
engaging. Imaging and soundstaging were 
excellent, and instrumental and vocal timbres were 
commendably accurate... Mission’s LX Connect is a 
very appealing package. If you’re looking for a 
versatile sound system for a secondary room or an 
a�ordable low-footprint system for a primary room, 
you should absolutely check it out.
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LX Connect

DEC, 2021 APPLEFANS (TW)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMK3scx3QCA

Simon Kuo, the main editor behind the channel has 
taken Mission LX Connect to task in his review and 
laud it as a 'truly wireless speaker system', making a 
comprehensive toe-to-toe comparison with Apple 
HomePod. He reviews that LX Connect is easy to 
set up, intelligently transmits left and right audio 
signals to the appropriate speaker via 
uncompressed 5.8Ghz wireless audio signal 
transmission, which outperforms its price class. 
Adding further praise, he also covers the fats that 
LX Connect is Roon Tested, streamlining 
uncompressed hi-res music.
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DEC, 2021 AVForums - 
Highly Recommended

https://www.avforums.com/reviews/mission-lx-connect-wireless-speaker-
system-review.19266

Lively, entertaining and detailed sound quality. Well 
made and well implemented... The LX Connect is a 
comprehensively specified and very well 
implemented wireless adaptation of Mission's 
budget standmount that becomes a very credible 
soundbar alternative... 
As everything that the company makes is superbly 
finished, the LX Connect feels worth the money... I 
do think that the decision not to make the Hub a 
UPnP device is the correct one too. Even if your 
audio source becomes Spotify routed back down 
the HDMI ARC from your TV, it lends the Mission a 
flexibility to receive audio in the manner you wish 
rather than adapting your requirements to fit.
The result is something that boasts an impressive 
specification for its asking price... The LX Connect is 
a great balance of features and performance and 
comes Highly Recommended. 

FEB, 2022 Hi-Fi Choice (UK) - 
Recommended

Mission has evolved its tremendous LX-2 MKII 
standmount into a fascinating wireless system… 
the [LX CONNECT] is another compelling take on 
the all-in-one system that has some "separate 
sensitivities" to how it works. It's well specified, a 
doddle to use and can deliver a level of 
performance that will keep many more conventional 
options at a similar price point honest... 
the [LX CONNECT] sounds bigger and more 
confident than the passive version does... the 
Mission o�ers similar connectivity and, at less than 
half the price, looks extremely good value... 
[the LX CONNECT] is rich, engaging sound; flexible 
spec; well made; easy to use.



SEP, 2018 These hugely enjoyable speakers stand out among 
the competition.

Don’t worry - Mission’s latest arrival is Quite Excellent!SEP, 2018

What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars

AVForums -
2018 Best Buy Award

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/mission-qx-2-review

OCT, 2018 These hugely enjoyable speakers stand out among 
the competition.

What Hi-Fi? -
Best Stereo Speakers 2018

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-stereo-speakers-2018

https://www.avforums.com/review/mission-qx2-standmount-speaker-review.15238

Best standmount speaker £350-£500

QX Series

JAN, 2019 FIDELITY Magazine

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DZRkInUQ2qS1Bhj866EB

The straight-line approach which already 
convinces in the design, is also reflected in the 
sound. The Mission QX-2 delivers high quality, 
powerful, precise bass, clear treble and a coloured 
midrange - the sound is harmonious and simply 
fun. No matter if quiet or loud, the QX-2 will 
inspire you in the long-term test.

DEC, 2018 AVForums - Editor's Choice 
Awards Best Hi-Fi 2018

https://www.avforums.com/article/editors-choice-awards-best-hi-fi-
2018.15590

The QX-2 is a sophisticated piece of design and 
engineering that delivers a staggeringly capable 
performance for the asking price. It's well made, 
unfussy about partnering equipment, and looks 
great too. An absolute star.

JAN, 2020 Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

https://www.mission.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/QX-3.jpg?fbclid=
IwAR3MCWUp-cA_SLXpBRaXCiVoIb9onHjrDWvzpXPuBj9NkD7ZNX-VGah9ufo
https://www.mission.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/QX-3.jpg?fbclid=IwAR3MCWUp-cA_SLXpBRaXCiVoIb9onHjrDWvzpXPuBj9NkD7ZNX-VGah9ufo

The QX-3 sounds tonally smooth and warm yet 
exactingly clear, incisive and dynamic… it paints a 
bigger and more expansive sonic picture. Overall 
the QX-3 sounds extremely comfortable and 
confident, while delivering impressively realistic 
slam and bass extension.

MAY, 2021 What Hi-Fi? - Best budget 
hi-fi speakers 2021

https://bit.ly/3fMRAJa

Fun, easy to listen to and, at this price, excellent 
value for money… Mission QX-2s are terrific 
speakers. This is principally down to their awesome 
sonic abilities… you simply have to consider these. 
Another set of speakers thoroughly deserving of a 
place on this list. 

Awards, Reviews & Features

IAG House, 13/14 Glebe Road, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire, PE29 7DL, UK

missionhifiwww.mission.co.uk missionhifi

missionhifiMission HiFi Official



https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfEPpM4Q2qS1BhixqI8B

DEC, 2018 HiFi Vision Perfectly done and the secret mission brilliantly 
accomplished.

The QX-5 are optically very well done 
loudspeakers, which impress with convincing 
workmanship, excellent sound performance and 
an excellent price-performance ratio. Perfectly 
combined with the QX-5, Center QX-C and QX-s 
surround dipoles play together to create a 
coherent home theater set that only requires an 
additional subwoofer in isolated cases. Because 
thanks to the large woofer in the side walls of the 
slim QX-5, rich bass is possible even with an 
elegant, living room format. An excellent 
loudspeaker set from the loudspeaker legend 
Mission with an absolutely ingenious 
price-performance ratio!

It’s hard to fathom how Mission has pulled this o�, 
a terrific speaker for the asking price.

AUG, 2018 Hi-Fi Choice -
Group Test Winner

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUpk6ZgQ2qS1Bhi4nmw

QX Series

An unprecedented value for money ratio is o�ered 
by the QX-2. The sound deviates above its class!

Mission makes a remarkable comeback with strong 
sound and excellent design. The stylish English 
loudspeakers, in combination with their subwoofer, 
impressed with their precise timing and a coherent 
room. The two QX4 also achieved great, dry and 
extremely di�erentiated bass reproduction in stereo 
- in conjunction with generous room presentation 
and great focus.

AUG, 2018

JUN, 2018

Technite Video Magazine 
- QX Series 5.1 Surround Test

Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech)

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DbK4F_MQ2qS1BhiA2W4

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DaU0d1kQ2qS1Bhi0kHA

Awards, Reviews & Features

IAG House, 13/14 Glebe Road, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire, PE29 7DL, UK

missionhifiwww.mission.co.uk missionhifi

missionhifiMission HiFi Official



Best standmount speaker £350-£500

LX Series

FEB, 2019 A real highlight for demanding home cinema fans 
- well invested!

HiFiTest.de Magazine 
- 5 Stars

http://www.hifitest.de/hf/17245

SEP, 2019 Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech) -  Group Test

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DVVuiwYQ2qS1Bhih2_QB

MAY, 2021 What Hi-Fi? - Best budget 
hi-fi speakers 2021

https://bit.ly/3fMRAJa

[LX-2] is one of the best-value budget speakers 
around… an absolute steal, delivering a huge slice of 
fun that few rivals can get close to. They may not be 
one of the newest speakers in the list, but they 
remain a solid go-to recommendation for anyone 
on a tight budget. 

Awards, Reviews & Features

IAG House, 13/14 Glebe Road, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire, PE29 7DL, UK

missionhifiwww.mission.co.uk missionhifi

missionhifiMission HiFi Official


